
Year 11 Curriculum Information 
Subject Type Information 

Accounting A 1. Watch the news (business news) – for example looking at BBC news website on the business section to see what is affecting 
businesses and finance at the current time 
2. Look on the internet at different websites to find out about what Accountancy is, what does it involve, what do accountants do 
3. Find out about the 2 main branches of accounting (Financial Accounting and Management Accounting) and how they differ 
4. Look into examples of fraud committed by different companies (internet, news, etc). What did they do, how did they get found 
out, what were the repercussions 
5. Practice using percentage calculations from GCSE 
6. Thinking about a career in Accounting/jobs in Accounting? Look on accounting firms websites (i.e. What skills do they look for, 
what grades do you need to achieve, what work experience do they expect you to have done, what jobs in accounting do they offer) 

Ancient History A 1. Unit 1 Greeks Relations: 
https://www.ancient.eu/Persian_Wars/ Browse through this website to learn about the titanic struggle between Greeks & Persians in 
5th century BCE 
2. Read from our original sources. Thucydides, History of the Peloponnesian War translated by Rex Warner ISBN 9780140440393 The 
section entitled Pentecontaetia covers the first 50 years of the struggle between Athens & Sparta, building up to a cataclysmic war 
3. Unit 2 Roman Republic:  
Rubicon by Tom Holland 
Read Tom Holland’s take on the Roman Republic and meet the giants of the day including Julius Caesar and Pompey the Great 

Art, Craft & Design A 1. Watch Grayson's Art Club (a national arts programme on Channel 4) and/ or watch Adobe tutorials on 
http://create.adobe.com/content/microsites/inspire/es.html   
2. Explore materials you have at home in a new way, such as collage http://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/c/collage and/or 
explore free digital applications such as Adobe Spark, Adobe Capture, Photopea, Pixlr, Krita 
3. Keep a small sketchbook of sketches, collages, magazine pullouts, notes, photos. Be inspired by your interests and create a journal 
of you 

Biology A 1. Focus on practicing your maths skills - e.g. calculations of percentages/ratios, conversion of units, working out slopes on 
graphs                                                                                                                                     
 2. Review 'how science works' skills - what is a control?, how to plot a graph and draw a table, what is reliability, accuracy and 
validity?, how to design experiments                                                                       
 3. Read and work though CGP booklet 'Head start to A-level Biology (AQA)' - Amazon                                  
4. Read popular science books such as 'the blind watchmaker' or 'the selfish gene' (Richard Dawkins)         
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Business Studies A • Keep update with Business issues that are constantly happening in the news – using https://www.bbc.co.uk/news; 

https://news.sky.com/uk 
• Business has many different functional areas, the main ones are: Marketing & sales, Finance, Human Resources, Operations, R&D.  
What do these departments do? And how and when do they work together? 
• Practice number skills from GCSE – especially percentages and percentage change 
• Thinking of a career in Business – what Apprenticeships or University courses are out there – do some research on all the different 
futures you can have in Business. 
• Look at the  Summer transition materials on https://www.suffolkone.ac.uk/prospective-students/summer-transition-
materials/business-accounting-and-economics/ 

Chemistry A Work through the range of Chemistry topics they have already covered using PHET website at Colorado University.Search on PHET 
and then choose Chemistry area. 
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulations/filter?subjects=general&type=html&sort=alpha&view=grid  
Practice mole calculations of mass of atoms & compounds in reactions.  
Read a novel accounting for a chemical discovery e.g. The Double Helix by James Watson, Bad Science by Ben Goldacre, How to 
Fossilise Your Hamster by New Scientist, Why Don’t Penguins Feet Freeze by New Scientist, The Periodic Table by Primo Levi, 
Disappearing Spoon by Sam Kean.  
Formulae and Balancing equations.  

Computer Science A 1. Watch the video:  Discuss how algorithms appear in a non-computational part off your life https://youtu.be/coPuXGnNdg4 
2. Using the following link, have a go at some C# programming! https://www.w3schools.com/cs/  
3. Love coding?  Try and hour of code! (Requires signup) https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/hour-of-code/hour-of-code-
lessons  
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Dance A 1:Research: find out about the American dancer and choreographer Martha Graham. How did she create a new style of dance known 

as Modern or Contemporary? Martha Graham is known as the "Mother of Modern Dance," influencing generations of dance artists 
with her incomparable choreography and technique that featured the pioneering concept of contraction and release. She influenced 
dance by breaking away from classical ballet and creating new techniques which dramatically changed dance. 
 
2: Watching: 
Use YouTube to watch any of the following: 
By choreographer Martha Graham: 
‘Heretic’ 1929 
‘Lamentation’ 1930 
‘Clytemnestra’ 1958 
 
By choreographer Christopher Bruce: 
‘Ghost dances’ 
Sergeant ealy’s Dream’ 
‘Rooster’ 
 
By choreographer Matthew Bourne: 
‘Swan Lake’ 
‘Nutcracker!’ 
‘Sleeping Beauty’ 
‘Carman’ 
‘Cinderella’ 
 
3: Writing: write a critical review of a dance piece seen on YouTube. This could be a review of one of the pieces listed above or of a 
contemporary dance work of your choice.  
 
4: Dancing: 
• Engage with online dance classes in a range of styles to develop physical skills and technique. 
• Use the online classes provided by Rambert to develop skills and experience in contemporary technique 
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Drama & Theatre A Task 1: Watch two contrasting theatre productions and complete a review for each. This review needs to include Date of Production, 

Director, Type of Stage, Style of Production and directors intention, key moments that stood out to you.  
Task 2: Answer the following Theatre Questions:  
1. What is a practitioner?  
2. What is the difference between style and genre?  
3. What is the difference between analyse and evaluate?  
4. What is a concept?  
5. What are theatre makers?  
 
Task 3: You are to create a research document on the practitioner Constantin Stanislavski. You should include where possible a 
detailed summary of the following:  
HIS LIFE  
HIS WORKS  
METHODS AND PRACTICE 
Task 4: Personal free writing response to statement: Read the statement below. Take time to acknowledge your initial response to 
this and begin to think of productions you have seen that could support your opinion.  
For this task, you MUST get off the fence. You cannot say I agree and disagree, you must choose to be one side of the argument or 
the other.  
“Live theatre today has no connection to the lives of young people”  
Write at least ONE paragraph explaining your response and try to refer to productions in your writing.  
Now write a counter-argument. Even though you either agree or disagree with the statement, you must now show that you can also 
see this from a different perspective. Again, this should be a paragraph in length and where possible reference productions you have 
seen. 
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Electronics A We follow the eduqas [ Wjec ]  specification :   

 
[1] As you can access the digital textbook from the examination board we would recommend that you start by reading the content of 
the CORE CONCEPTS. This is the book we base the course on We start with a lot of this Chapter, so it is excellent preparation. You can 
of course look at more than this Chapter …. 
This textbook is made up with pdf files from the examination board. These files are free and safe to download. 
https://resources.eduqas.co.uk/Pages/ResourceSingle.aspx?rIid=937 
[2] Free software to use at home.  
This software is interactive: Just type in Yenka Electronics or use the link: https://www.yenka.com/en/Free_student_home_licences/ 
 
This software is safe to use and free to use from home –enjoy its great fun! 
We would recommend that you watch some explanatory videos on what it can do first on Youtube. We found it is best to type in 
“Introduction to Yenka Electronics”    
 
[3] Research electronics sites on the internet. These are a good source of facts and ideas for projects. Here are a few for starters, it 
will give you an insight to possibilities of this course: 
https://reviseomatic.org/v3/home/index.php     
http://www.picaxe.com/ 
https://electronicsclub.info/ 
https://www.explainthatstuff.com/electronics.html 
http://www.circuitstoday.com/electronic-circuits 
All our components come from Rapid Electronics have a look : https://www.rapidonline.com/Education 
 

English Language A 1. Write a review your favourite album or track 
2. Watch the opening to a film and try and turn it into a piece of descriptive writing. 
3. Listen to the History of English Podcast  The History of English Podcast | The Spoken History of a Global Language 

English Language & 
Literature 

A 1. Take a story that you know well and write an alternative ending or add in a missing scene. Write the scene as script or a novel. 
2. Keep a blog outlining your experiences and feelings under lockdown. 
3. Use apps such as Quizlet or Kahoot to create flashcards to learn key literary and grammatical terms. Check out the English club 
website 
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English Literature A 1. Read a novel (or more!) from the Penguin Classics 100 best novels of all time  

https://www.penguin.co.uk/articles/2018/100-must-read-classic-books.html 
2. Watch adaptations of literary texts, including updated versions of Shakespearean plays. 
3. Research different literary genres: Horror, Thriller, Science Fiction, Tragedy, Comedy, War Stories. What are their shared 
characters, storylines and themes?  

Film Studies A 1. Watch a film you wouldn't usually choose. Write down how it makes you feel. 
2. Tell a story with a series of 8-12 photographs. No titles or text allowed. 
3. Attempt this free online course - https://www.open.edu/openlearn/history-the-arts/the-business-film/content-section-
overview?active-tab=description-tab 

French A Salut!  Voici nos TROIS idées pour vous aider à vous préparer pour le français au lycée ! 
1. lisez et/ou écoutez les actualités en ligne (par exemple sur : https://savoirs.rfi.fr/fr/apprendre-enseigner/langue-francaise/journal-
en-francais-facile; www.1jour1actu.com/; www.newsinslowfrench.com ; https://cafebabel.com/fr/ ; 
https://apprendre.tv5monde.com/fr) 
2. regardez un film français ou une série en français sur Netflix (eg Dix Pour Cent/Call My Agent, Lupin, Emily in Paris if you’re feeling 
lazy as there isn’t much French in it but it does take you there!) – il y a aussi beaucoup de bonnes chaines sur Youtube  
3. écoutez la musique française (cherchez des playlists pour étudiants sur Spotify https://www.babbel.com/en/magazine/french-
spotify-playlists : ) and to make this more of a learning exercise go to Lyrics Training where you can find a song and it will test your 
understanding of the words! https://lyricstraining.com/ 
4. pratiquez votre grammaire sur http://www.zut.org.uk/index.html (you have to register but it’s free outside school hours!) 
5. email me with any questions or further suggestions: claire.robinson@suffolkone.ac.uk 

Further maths A 1. Focus on practicing your Algebra, Trigonometry and Graphing skills - utilize the level 8/9 GCSE bridging 
the gap transition material on ONE website. 
2. Watch the BBC horizon documentary on Fermi last theorem - available on BBC iplayer  
3. If you can get hold of 'A History of Mathematics' Paperback –by Carl B. Boyer its well worth a read.  

Geography A 1. Coastal Management; go this this website to improve your knowledge https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z2234j6/revision/1 
then have a go at the test on the last page 
2. Tectonics; watch this video to refresh your knowledge on Tectonics https://timeforgeography.co.uk/videos_list/plate-
tectonics/structure-planet-earth/  
3. Superpowers; take a look at this website to understand how superpowers influence economics, culture and geopolitics 
https://www.geogalot.com/2019---ib-dp-geography/geographic-perspective---global-interactions/4---power-places-and-networks/1--
-global-interactions-and-global-power/002---global-superpowers  
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Graphics A 1. Watch Abstract: The Art of Design | Paula Scher: Graphic Design on Netflix or youtube and/or watch Adobe tutorials on 

http://create.adobe.com/content/microsites/inspire/es.html   
2. Explore materials you have at home in a new way, such as collage http://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/c/collage and/or 
explore free digital applications such as Adobe Spark, Adobe Capture, Photopea, Pixlr, Krita 
3. Keep a small sketchbook of sketches, designs, packaging, magazine pullouts, leaflets, notes, photos. Be inspired by your interests 
and create a journal of you 

Maths A 1. Focus on practicing your Algebra, Trigonometry and Graphing skills - utilize the level 8/9 GCSE bridging 
 the gap transition material on ONE website. 
2. links to YouTube 'thinking out loud' style videos to bring you up to speed with topics in Algebra,  
Number, Space/Space and Trigonometry.  http://m4ths.com/gcse-to-a-level-bridge.html 
3. If you can get hold of 'A History of Mathematics' Paperback –by Carl B. Boyer its well worth a read.  

Media Studies A 1. Create a timeline of key technological developments from 1900-present 
2. Recreate a film poster using software/app of your choice. This must include original photography. Try using the free online 
software Adobe Spark or Canva. 
3. How do you get your news? Why? Is this different from other people in your household? 

Modern History A 1. British unit 1: 
Watch the film The Darkest Hour to see how Winston Churchill defiantly leads the British Empire in May 1940 as it faces annihilation 
from Nazi tyranny 
2. Read some of Winston Churchill’s wartime speeches to see how he inspired the British people to stand firm against overwhelming 
odds 
3. The Crusades and Crusader States 1095-1992 
Review this website https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zjbj6sg/revision/1   for the First, Second & Third Crusades and then 
watch the film Kingdom of Heaven that covers the epic Battle of Hattin and the loss of Jerusalem in 1187. Beware its historical 
accuracy, though! 

Music A 1. Practice your instrument with the aim of getting to at least Grade 6 
2. Learn the notes in all the triads and dominant seventh chords in keys up to 4#s and 4bs 
3. Learn/revise Grade 5 theory 
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Philosophy A 1. Find out what Philosophy is all about in this short video clip; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1A_CAkYt3GY  

2. Read Sophie’s World by Jostein Gaarder. An excellent introduction to the history of Philosophy  
3. Watch Crash Course Philosophy on Youtube to see all the content we will be covering 

Photography A 1. Watch Abstract: The Art of Design | Platon: Photography on Netflix or youtube and/or watch Adobe tutorials on 
http://create.adobe.com/content/microsites/inspire/es.html   
2. Explore light at different times of the day by doing photoshoots in natural light, artifical light and reflected light and/or explore free 
digital applications such as Adobe Spark, Adobe Capture, Photopea, Pixlr, Krita 
3. Keep a small sketchbook of photos. sketches, collages, notes. Be inspired by your interests and create a journal of you 

Physics A We teach the OCR Physics A ……………. Advanced Level Specification:  H556 
You can find the course on the OCR Site. 
LINK: https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/physics-a-h156-h556-from-2015/ 
 
[1] Transition 
 
• Recap on your Physics. A CGP revision book is available on Amazon. It also includes introductions to some of the key topics you will  
meet at A-Level! (£4.95) Head Start to A level Physics: ISBN 978-1782942818 
• Focus on your maths skills in preparation for the course. A CGP is available on Amazon ..Essential Maths Skills for A level Physics [ 
£6.99 ] :  ISBN 978-1782944713 
 
[2] Internet Sites: 
 
Some ideas for series to watch or clips to find online over the Summer: 
We would highly recommend the Phet simulations : https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulations/category/physics 
This site is free and safe to use.  
When you go to this site please opt out of the HTML5 option ..It gives you more simulations. 
 
Other Internet sites: 
Walter Lewin lectures. These are on YouTube and are very entertaining. 
Richard Feynmann Lectures on Physics – You Tube  
Minute Physics on You Tube   
Nasa.com 
Flipping Physics  
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Khan Academy. 
The Physics Classroom 
 Wonders of the Universe [Brian Cox ] 
  
 [3] Books: Physics   
Physics related books. These books are not textbooks full of theory /equations and practice questions, rather they provide an insight 
into either the application of Physics or deal with an area of study that you will be encountering at A-Level for the first time. This is 
just a selection ……  
Why Does E=mc²? (And Why Should We Care?) by  Brian Cox, Jeffrey R.  Forshaw  
A Brief History of Time by Stephen Hawking 
Richard Feynmann Lectures books by Feynmann 
The Elegant Universe: Superstrings, Hidden Dimensions, and the Quest for the Ultimate Theory  by Brian Green 
Surely You're Joking Mr Feynman: Adventures of a Curious Character by Richard P. Feynman 
Particle Physics Brick by Brick  by Dr Ben Stil 
Quantum Physics For Dummies by Steven Holzner 

Politics A 1. Go to www.politicalcompass.org to find out where you stand politically 
2. UK Parliament: find out how it works through this weblink; https://learning.parliament.uk/en/resources/what-is-the-house-of-
commons-video/  
3. Find out how the UK election system for Parliament works; https://www.euronews.com/2019/12/12/first-past-the-post-the-uk-
voting-system-explained   

Psychology A 1. Psychology is the scientific study of the human mind and the factors which affect it, for example; Mental Health, Genetics, Stress, 
Addiction and Relationships. Read news articles which link to how these factors are impacting individuals and their behaviours. 
2. Psychology is a scientific subject, with a range of short answer and longer essay based answers required, so keep practicing your 
writing skills. Paragraph structures such as PEEL (Point – Explain – Example – Link) will help you. 
3. Start researching the key approaches to Psychology which are: The Biological Approach, The Behavioural/Learning Approach, The 
Cognitive Approach, The Humanistic Approach and The Psychodynamic Approach and the key theorists involved.  
4. Practice your Maths skills, in particular Measures of Central Tendency, Measures of Dispersion and Graphs. Visit BBC Bitesize Maths 
GCSE to support you with this. 
5. Go through the transition materials for Psychology on the Suffolk One Website, there is an extensive list on the last page of free 
online courses you can take which may be of interest and supplement your knowledge.  
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Sociology A 1. Sociology is the study of society, and therefore it is important to be aware of current affairs. Watch/read the news (e.g. download 

the BBC News app to your phone), and focus on things that link to the modules covered in the Sociology A Level (Education / Families 
and Households / Beliefs and Religion / Crime and Deviance). 
2. Sociology is an essay based subject, so keep practicing your writing skills. Practice paragraph structures like PEELE (Point - Explain - 
Example - Link - Evaluate). 
3. A big part of Sociology is debating ideas and theories, so when you see something in the news or you are discussing something with 
friends and family, try to think about an alternative, counter argument (even if it is not something you agree with!) 
4. Start researching some of the core theories in Sociology (Functionalism and the work of Emilie Durkheim / Marxism and the work 
of Karl Marx / Second Wave Feminism). 
5. Go through the transition materials for Sociology on the Suffolk One Website. 

Spanish A  1. Lea y / o escuche noticias en línea 
https://www.newsinslowspanish.com/ 
https://elpais.com/ 
https://www.bbc.com/mundo 
 
2. Vea una película o una serie en español en Netflix. Algunos ejemplos de series populares: 
La Casa de papel (Money Heist) 
Las Chicas del cable 
Valeria 
 
3. Escuche música en español (busque listas de reproducción de estudiantes en Spotify) 
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/0hZlif7uDeuDQpJr5cyXXN 
y para que esto sea más un ejercicio de aprendizaje, vaya a Lyrics Training donde se puede encontrar una canción y probará su 
comprensión de las palabras. https://lyricstraining.com/ 

Textile Design A 1. Watch Grayson's Art Club (a national arts programme on Channel 4) and/or watch Adobe tutorials on 
http://create.adobe.com/content/microsites/inspire/es.html   
2. Explore materials you have at home in a new way, such as collage http://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/c/collage and/or 
explore free digital applications such as Adobe Spark, Adobe Capture, Photopea, Pixlr, Krita 
3. Keep a small sketchbook of materials, sketches, collages, magazine pullouts, notes, photos. Be inspired by your interests and create 
a journal of you 
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Core Maths AS 1. If you haven't done so already please watch the video by one of our Core Maths teachers to find out 

 everything about Core Maths, https://tinyurl.com/ONECoreMaths 
2. Watch these :  
https://www.gapminder.org/videos/everyone-lives-on-dollar-street/ 
https://www.gapminder.org/videos/how-not-to-be-ignorant-about-the-world/ 

Maths AS AS 1. Focus on practicing your Algebra, Trigonometry and Graphing skills - utilize the level 8/9 GCSE bridging 
 the gap transition material on ONE website. 
2. links to YouTube 'thinking out loud' style videos to bring you up to speed with topics in Algebra,  
Number, Space/Space and Trigonometry.  http://m4ths.com/gcse-to-a-level-bridge.html 

Art & Design L2 L2 1. Watch Grayson's Art Club (a national arts programme on Channel 4) and/or watch Adobe tutorials on 
http://create.adobe.com/content/microsites/inspire/es.html   
2. Explore materials you have at home in a new way, such as collage http://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/c/collage and/or 
explore free digital applications such as Adobe Spark, Adobe Capture, Photopea, Pixlr, Krita 
3. Keep a small sketchbook of sketches, collages, magazine pullouts, notes, photos. Be inspired by your interests and create a journal 
of you 

Beauty L2 L2 Task based on Unit 204 Facials 
Please complete the following tasks: 
Task A: Design two information posters -  
• Design 1 - Explaining the different skin types –  Oily, Dry & Combination.  
• Design 2 – Explaining the different skin conditions –  Mature/Aging, Sensitive, Dehydrated & Acne/Blemish prone.  
Please include images and headings. Use the internet to research the skin types & conditions.  
 
Task B: Research and report… 
• Write a report on the different facial treatments available in the industry –  
Aromatherapy facials, Anti-ageing facials, Microdermabrasion etc.  
Please use word to complete the report 1-2 A4 sides of paper, when referencing from the internet use speech marks (see example 
below) and do not copy & paste large amounts of wording try to put it into your own words.  
 
Useful resources: 
Text book: Level 2 Beauty Therapy for the technical certificate 
Websites: 
https://www.environskincare.com/skin-care/whats-difference-skin-types-skin-condition  
https://www.dermascope.com/client-care/skin-types-versus-skin-conditions  
https://www.treatwell.co.uk/treatment/classic-facials  
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https://www.stylecraze.com/articles/wonderful-benefits-of-aromatherapy-facials/  
https://www.spafinder.com/blog/beauty/anti-aging-facial/  
 
Example paragraph quoting from the internet: 
I am going to research the different facials treatments available within the beauty industry. Aromatherapy facials are a popular choice 
for a relaxing treatment using natural products. “Aromatherapy facials involve the abundant use of essential oils and other aromatic 
products. They soothe your senses and your nerves. They help you relax like never before.” They are suitable for all skin types and a 
good choice for those client’s that are new to skincare.  
Bibliography (A list of all of the sources you have used) 
https://www.stylecraze.com/articles/wonderful-benefits-of-aromatherapy-facials/  
 

Business L2 L2 Regularly check the FT news website for up to date business topics and economic data ft.com Watch TED talks on relevant subjects 
https://www.ted.com/talks/mike_o_sullivan_the_end_of_globalization_and_the_beginning_of_something_new Watch the Dragons 
Den on the BBC iplayer, consider what questions the dragons ask the pitchers and what types of businesses have proven successful.   

Digital Technology L2 L2 1. Watch the video:  Discuss how algorithms appear in a non-computational part off your life. https://youtu.be/coPuXGnNdg4 
2. With the online learning, there will no longer be "snow days".  Research/and write a short blog that describes how online learning 
has impacted your life.  
3. Deep fakes - what is real? What is fake? What should we believe? Watch the following and consider the social, moral and ethical 
implications of being able to fake video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o2DDU4g0PRo  

Engineering L2 L2 1. Using the internet research the different types of engineering careers and start to think about which would suit you. A good 
starting place is https://neonfutures.org.uk/case-study 
2. Start researching how maths is applied to engineering. This can be done by searching online or using text books such as the one 
below. 
3. Recommended books for Engineering maths: 1. Basic Engineering maths 6h & 7th Edition by John Bird. 

Health & Social Care L2 L2 1. READ THE NEWS 
 
Read articles that may interest you, follow them up, find out more etc, make notes or fact files.  
  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education 

IMI Vehicle L2 L2 1. Purchase and start working through Level 2 Principles of Light Vehicle Maintenance and Repair Candidate Handbook published by 
Heinemann Educational Books. ISBN 9780435048167 
2. Entertainment TV programmes such as Wheeler Dealers can give a good overview of different vehicle systems. A fun task is to 
watch the programme and then check how technically accurate they are by comparing to the correct information in the workbook. 
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Applied Science Ext 
Certificate 

L3 .1. Practice maths skills – including standard form, conversions, graph skills, statistical tests. 
2. Work hard on essay structures 
3. Watch the news – to follow current scientific advances and challenges (examples: biodiversity changes, global warming, carbon 
capture, infection control, material science, green energy) 
4. Read articles of interest in New Scientist  -  https://www.newscientist.com/ 
Or Nature  -  https://www.nature.com/ 
5. Watch Ted Talks on topics of interest 
The ethical dilemma of designer babies 
https://www.ted.com/talks/paul_knoepfler_the_ethical_dilemma_of_designer_babies?language=en 
Plastic oceans: a true global emergency 
https://www.ted.com/talks/craig_leeson_plastic_oceans_a_true_global_emergency?language=en 

Applied Science Ext 
Diploma 

L3 .1. Practice maths skills – including standard form, conversions, graph skills, statistical tests. 
2. Work hard on essay structures 
3. Watch the news – to follow current scientific advances and challenges (examples: biodiversity changes, global warming, carbon 
capture, infection control, material science, green energy) 
4. Read articles of interest in New Scientist  -  https://www.newscientist.com/ 
Or Nature  -  https://www.nature.com/ 
5. Watch Ted Talks on topics of interest 
The ethical dilemma of designer babies 
https://www.ted.com/talks/paul_knoepfler_the_ethical_dilemma_of_designer_babies?language=en 
Plastic oceans: a true global emergency 
https://www.ted.com/talks/craig_leeson_plastic_oceans_a_true_global_emergency?language=en 

Art & Design Ext Diploma L3 1. Watch Grayson's Art Club (a national arts programme on Channel 4) and/or watch Adobe tutorials on 
http://create.adobe.com/content/microsites/inspire/es.html   
2. Explore materials you have at home in a new way, such as collage http://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/c/collage and/or 
explore free digital applications such as Adobe Spark, Adobe Capture, Photopea, Pixlr, Krita 
3. Keep a small sketchbook of sketches, collages, magazine pullouts, notes, photos. Be inspired by your interests and create a journal 
of you 
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Business Ext Diploma L3 Regularly check the FT news website for up to date business topics and economic data ft.com Complete the summer task workbook 

which can be found on the One website https://www.suffolkone.ac.uk/prospective-students/summer-transition-materials/business-
accounting-and-economics/ Watch TED talks on relevant subjects 
https://www.ted.com/talks/mike_o_sullivan_the_end_of_globalization_and_the_beginning_of_something_new  

Engineering Ext Diploma L3 1. Using the internet research the different types of engineering careers and start to think about which would suit you. A good 
starting place is https://neonfutures.org.uk/case-study/ 
2. Start researching how maths is applied to engineering. This can be done by searching online or using text books such as the one 
below. 
3. Recommended books for Engineering maths: 1. Basic Engineering maths 6h & 7th Edition by John Bird. 

Film & Video Production 
Ext Certificate 

L3 1. Create a 30 second short film that creates tension. You can use your phone to film and edit. 
2. Create an original film poster from a genre of your choice. Can be produced by hand or digitally. 
3. Explore the Thriller genre. Watch 2 or more films from this genre. List 5 similarities that you notice. 

Games Design Ext 
Certificate 

L3 1. Pick three games from the Construct Arcade and have a go at playing them. Consider games you might not usually pick. 
https://www.construct.net/en/free-online-games 
2. Rate the games from 1-3. Justify your choices by considering the gameplay/style etc. 
3. Complete the beginer guide for the Blender software (free) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wNQYhbvTJi8&t=0s 

Health & Social Ext 
Certificate 

L3 1. Research a list of Health and Social Care jobs/ medical terms for each letter of the alphabet 
2. Chose any professional in H&SC or some from the following: 

Midwife, Paramedic, any type of nurse, Social Worker, Physiotherapist, Care assistant 
 
Create a fact file for your chosen job role 
You could include: 
A day in the life of…… 
General roles and responsibilities 
Routes into the role/ qualifications required 
Skills & qualities 
Average pay 
Where they work 
Who they work with 
And anything else you think may be suitable 
 

3. Free online courses 
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Virtual College – 7 free H&SC course (scroll down to see the course once clicked on the link) Areas such as mental health, 
safeguarding, infection control may be of interest to you 
https://www.virtual-
college.co.uk/courses/search?categories_string_mv=Health%20and%20Social%20Care&categories_string_mv=Personal%20and%20P
rofessional%20Development&categories_string_mv=Safeguarding&categories_string_mv=Health%20and%20Safety&product_price_t
ype_string=Free%20Product 

4. READ THE NEWS 
 
Read articles that may interest you, follow them up, find out more etc, make notes or fact files.  
  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education 

Health & Social Ext 
Diploma 

L3 1. Free online courses 
Virtual College – 7 free H&SC course (scroll down to see the course once clicked on the link) Areas such as mental health, 
safeguarding, infection control may be of interest to you 
https://www.virtual-
college.co.uk/courses/search?categories_string_mv=Health%20and%20Social%20Care&categories_string_mv=Personal%20and%20P
rofessional%20Development&categories_string_mv=Safeguarding&categories_string_mv=Health%20and%20Safety&product_price_t
ype_string=Free%20Product 
 
2. Research a list of Health and Social Care jobs/ medical terms for each letter of the alphabet 

 
3. Chose any professional in H&SC or some from the following: 
Midwife, Paramedic, any type of nurse, Social Worker, Physiotherapist, Care assistant 
 
Create a fact file for your chosen job role 
You could include: 
A day in the life of…… 
General roles and responsibilities 
Routes into the role/ qualifications required 
Skills & qualities 
Average pay 
Where they work 
Who they work with 
And anything else you think may be suitable 
 
4. Make a leaflet outlining the history of the NHS 

https://www.virtual-college.co.uk/courses/search?categories_string_mv=Health%20and%20Social%20Care&categories_string_mv=Personal%20and%20Professional%20Development&categories_string_mv=Safeguarding&categories_string_mv=Health%20and%20Safety&product_price_type_string=Free%20Product
https://www.virtual-college.co.uk/courses/search?categories_string_mv=Health%20and%20Social%20Care&categories_string_mv=Personal%20and%20Professional%20Development&categories_string_mv=Safeguarding&categories_string_mv=Health%20and%20Safety&product_price_type_string=Free%20Product
https://www.virtual-college.co.uk/courses/search?categories_string_mv=Health%20and%20Social%20Care&categories_string_mv=Personal%20and%20Professional%20Development&categories_string_mv=Safeguarding&categories_string_mv=Health%20and%20Safety&product_price_type_string=Free%20Product
https://www.virtual-college.co.uk/courses/search?categories_string_mv=Health%20and%20Social%20Care&categories_string_mv=Personal%20and%20Professional%20Development&categories_string_mv=Safeguarding&categories_string_mv=Health%20and%20Safety&product_price_type_string=Free%20Product
https://www.virtual-college.co.uk/courses/search?categories_string_mv=Health%20and%20Social%20Care&categories_string_mv=Personal%20and%20Professional%20Development&categories_string_mv=Safeguarding&categories_string_mv=Health%20and%20Safety&product_price_type_string=Free%20Product
https://www.virtual-college.co.uk/courses/search?categories_string_mv=Health%20and%20Social%20Care&categories_string_mv=Personal%20and%20Professional%20Development&categories_string_mv=Safeguarding&categories_string_mv=Health%20and%20Safety&product_price_type_string=Free%20Product
https://www.virtual-college.co.uk/courses/search?categories_string_mv=Health%20and%20Social%20Care&categories_string_mv=Personal%20and%20Professional%20Development&categories_string_mv=Safeguarding&categories_string_mv=Health%20and%20Safety&product_price_type_string=Free%20Product
https://www.virtual-college.co.uk/courses/search?categories_string_mv=Health%20and%20Social%20Care&categories_string_mv=Personal%20and%20Professional%20Development&categories_string_mv=Safeguarding&categories_string_mv=Health%20and%20Safety&product_price_type_string=Free%20Product
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Include sections on: 
Healthcare before the NHS 
When/ why the NHS was produced 
What the NHS does 
Significance of the NHS 
How is the NHS different in other countries 
 
5. READ THE NEWS 
 
Read articles that may interest you, follow them up, find out more etc, make notes or fact files.  
  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education 

Human Biology Ext 
Certificate 

L3 1. Practice maths skills – including standard form, conversions, graph skills, statistical tests. 
2. Work hard on essay structures 
3. Watch the news – to follow current scientific advances and challenges in health (examples: gaining populations, new treatments, 
new technology, infection control, genetic markers in disease) 
4. Read articles of interest in New Scientist  -  https://www.newscientist.com/ 
Or Nature  -  https://www.nature.com/ 
5. Watch Ted Talks on human anatomy, physiology, health or disease. 
(https://www.ted.com/talks/dan_knights_how_we_study_the_microbes_living_in_your_gut) or 
(https://www.ted.com/talks/david_r_liu_can_we_cure_genetic_diseases_by_rewriting_dna?language=en) 

ICT Ext Diploma L3 1. Watch the video:  Discuss how algorithms appear in a non-computational part off your life. https://youtu.be/coPuXGnNdg4 
2. With the online learning, there will no longer be "snow days".  Research/and write a short blog that describes how online learning 
has impacted your life.  
3. Deep fakes - what is real? What is fake? What should we believe? Watch the following and consider the social, moral and ethical 
implications of being able to fake video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o2DDU4g0PRo  

Media Production Ext 
Diploma 

L3 1. Recreate a film poster using software/app of your choice. This must include original photography. Try using the free online 
software Adobe Spark or Canva. 
2. Watch a film you wouldn't usually choose. Write down how it makes you feel. 
3. Tell a story with a series of 8-12 photographs. No titles or text allowed. 

Music Performance Sub 
Diploma 

L3 1. Learn to play a piece of music in four different popular music genres 
2. Produce and implement an ongoing practice plan for your instrument 
3. Learn how to read a form of notation for your instrument 
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Performing Arts Ext 
Diploma 

L3 1 Write a biography for yourself.  
Start with an introductory paragraph: Summarising your experience to date in the Performing Arts in general, thinking closely about 
performances you have completed: Second Paragraph write down the skills you have to perform in a variety of different performance 
effectively! (pick performances you have done)    Top Tip: Look at programme notes of professional performers – what are their 
experiences!  
 
2: Practical  
Create a Solo performance for each of the performing Arts disciplines.  
1: Dance solo – in the style of your choice – 2 minutes  
2: Acting Monologue from a play of your choice  
3: Singing Solo – in the style of your choice  
In each of these you should be thinking about your physical and interpretative skills, displaying the themes and characters through 
your performance   
 
3:  watch the following performances and make notes on the history of musical Theatre, the practitioners, styles, key musicals, why 
they were so important.  
  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nPtAKdGZYt0&list=PLDolR_yYiQsKuPBiM7H29GOFOXo7G-ogG = six Episodes 
pick one of the musicals you have watched during these episodes and recreate a solo (either dance, singing or monologue) from it. 
Thinking about style, performance skills and Expression.  
4: Pick a performance from the National theatre and write a critical review of a theatre piece seen you have watched.  
National Theatre: https://www.nationaltheatre.org.uk/ 

Sound Engineering Ext 
Certificate 

L3 1. Learn the different types of microphones (polar patterns, types and uses) 
2. Write a critical analyse of production techniques used on two different pieces of music 
3. Watch and makes notes on Mix With the Masters from YouTube 

Sport Ext Diploma L3 Learn/rehearse the names and locations of the major bones and muscles found in the human body. Listen to the Sport Psych Show 
Podcast (available on spotify). Watch a sport themed documentary/film such as 'The Last Dance'-looking at a Chicago Bulls 
championship winning season in the 90's  or The Progamme - a film based on Lance Armstrong's time riding for the Radioshack Team 
at the Tour De France. Read an interesting sport based book, Bounce by Matthew Syed or The Chimp Paradox by Dr Steve Peters both 
come highly recommended.  

Sport & Exercise 
Science Ext Certificate 

L3 Learn/rehearse the names and locations of the major bones and muscles found in the human body. Listen to the Sport Psych Show 
Podcast (available on spotify). Watch a sport themed documentary/film such as 'The Last Dance'-looking at a Chicago 
Bulls championship winning season in the 90's  or The Progamme - a film based on Lance Armstrong's time riding for the Radioshack 
Team at the Tour De France. Read an interesting sport based book, Bounce by Matthew Syed or The Chimp Paradox by Dr Steve 
Peters both come highly recommended.  
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Level 3 Diploma in 
Creative and Performing 
Arts (Acting 

L3  Task 1: Watch two contrasting theatre productions and complete a review on each. This could be one comedy and one serious 
production, or a musical and a drama. This review needs to include Date of Production, Director, Type of Stage, Style of Production 
and directors intention, key moments that stood out to you.  
Task 2: Practitioner Research: You are to create a research document on the practitioner Constantin Stanislavski OR Bertolt Brecht. 
You should include where possible a summary of the following:  
HIS LIFE  
HIS WORKS  
METHODS AND PRACTICE 
Task 3: Monologue selection and rehearsal: Choose a monologue from a published play that is interesting to you. This should be no 
more than 1-2 minutes. Please learn and rehearse this in preparation for the beginning of term in September.  
Be prepared to answer the following:  
Why did you choose this?  
What has happened right before this monologue happens?  
What do you know of the character? 

Level 4 Art Foundation in 
Art, Design and Media 
Practice 

L4 1. Watch Grayson's Art Club (a national arts programme on Channel 4) and/or watch Adobe tutorials on 
http://create.adobe.com/content/microsites/inspire/es.html   
2. Explore materials you have at home in a new way, such as collage http://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/c/collage and/or 
explore free digital applications such as Adobe Spark, Adobe Capture, Photopea, Pixlr, Krita 
3. Keep a small sketchbook of sketches, collages, magazine pullouts, notes, photos. Be inspired by your interests and create a journal 
of you 

 


